Our Alumni
Amit Bal
Senior Procurement Manager
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceutical Ltd.
Previous :Godrej
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd , Vikroli Mumbai
I am Amit Bal completed my MBA from DMI. The time I spent in this institute
really helped me convert myself from a meager college student to a successful
professional in Global Corporate World.
The learning’s I have received in this small stint have immensely helped me
achieve great heights in my professional career. I am aware when you reach
great heights you need to be humble that is my learning but pride just flows
when I consider my association with the Institute The faculty and the staff were
extremely co-operative
co
and helped us throughout our development process.
I am thankful to the visionary and reformist Management, Director and faculty
of DMI to have put this institute on the education map through their trust
dedication and strong desire to develop the young ggeneration
eneration in tire II city like

Nashik.

Sunny Deshmukh
Webboss
boss Soluions Pvt. Ltd., Cyber S
Security Analyst,Developer
,Developer of www.Kumbha.com
“DMI
DMI not only gave me good value education but also provided me with people who
nurtured and helped me. College staff always provides helping hand in academics and
ass well as non academics section & kept us updated with the new technologies
technologies”

Janardan R Gupta
H & R Johnson India (A Division of Prism Cement Ltd)
“Dr Moonje Insti
Institute
tute of Management is a one of the good Institute of Management
in Nasik. Our faculties are very supportive related to our study & all thing, like
cultural program , Seminar & Skill development etc.”

Geetanjali Muley ,
Designation-Recruitment
Recruitment Executive,Securview Systems Pvt Ltd

“II am truly indebted to our beloved college lecturers who prepared us to face the
harsh realities of the professional world. Lecturers here in DMI are really co
cooperative and helpful. They use new and innovative ways to teach the
management lessons to students. DMI, unlike other colleges, doesn';t just
concentrate on the academic scorecard but also ensures that the students learn
things and get groomed which is important for the future career. The discipline at
DMI has helped
elped me become a better person.
person.”

Rakesh Kapure
Territory Sales Incharge ,';Mother';s Recipe';Pune.
" DMI is one of the best B-school in Nasik. Faculty members focus on developing new
entrepreneurs with social values. Each n every one supporting students”

Harish Godse
Team Lead- Projects.
ESDS Software Solution Pvt. Ltd.
“I think the DMI does an amazing job. I know how challenging it is just running an
institute like ours and appreciate the enormous effort put in by many people. I have
appeared for MCA course in DMI and found it incredible that this quality of teaching is
available. It takes huge effort to organize educational programs such as those we have
available to us. I look forward to seeing what comes in the future and hope I’m around in
this life long enough to connect with even a small portion of DMI. Thank you for your
valuable co-operation. “

Himanshu Patel
Company - Winjit Technologies
Designation - Software engineer
“The best thing about this college is that if you are eager to participate in all
events, then this college will give you ample of opportunities and support to do
so. Here they believe in cultivating good values in students rather than just good
Education. Being a student here is a great opportunity to explore our inner
strengths and groom our own personality.”
."

Devendra Dubey
Organisation Name: DcodeS
Designation: Enterprenure
“Looking forward to achieve some goal in my future life I took admission to DMI with a
hope of getting well qualified staff and good academics. DMI always turned out to be more
and more deserved for me as my career got a start from my curriculum itself. A highly
qualified staff friendly in nature in all aspects gave me knowledge and various experiences
of more than what a normal student can think of achieving.
All of these made the DMI MCA program a truly stimulating experience and a very
worthwhile investment in terms of both personal and professional development.”

